Cisco Services for Connected Health Promotion: Cisco Medical Grade Network Assessment Service

Are you….
• Planning an IT Infrastructure refresh?
• Having challenges in existing infrastructure to support healthcare delivery?
• Considering new solutions to address healthcare business & regulatory needs?
• In need of 3-5 year strategic plan for future HIT requirements?

Take advantage of this offer to review your existing infrastructure against industry best practices and guidelines provided through Cisco Medical Grade Network Assessment.

Assessment Service Includes:
• Discovery Workshop to review current and future state requirements
• Review design documentation, diagrams, device configurations & security implementations
• Evaluate architecture against MGN characteristics
• Identify gaps in architecture and security to provide prioritized recommendations
• Provide 3-5 year architecture blueprint including short and long term goals

Review of your network architecture against Cisco’s Medical Grade Network guidelines.

Promotional Pricing available for a limited time
$150,000.00 (35% off list price $270K)
Promotional pricing expires June 20, 2014
For US & Canada qualified customers

Learn about other Cisco Connected Health Services including:
• Connected Health Medical Grade Network Design Services
• Connected Health Security Design & Compliance Assessment

For more information on the MGN assessment, contact connected-healthcare@cisco.com

* Cisco Medical Grade Network is a set of best practices and guidelines for Healthcare.